
Final Presentation Night in Perspective 
Weekly Report 4/29/19 to 5/5/19 
 

Coming into the week, I knew that the deadline for my Final Product was coming up 
quick. This included finishing my article with Lifestyle Frisco and submitting the pictures 
and captions. Additionally, I sent out all my Final Presentation Night invitations and 
scheduled a mock presentation at a middle school, for next week. Additionally, I updated my 
website and converted my presentation, in preparation for Final Presentation Night. 
 

This week was vital in that it was the last opportunity to edit my article and change 
anything that needed to be done. In the article, I discussed what ISM is, what experiences 
ISM involves, what I did with my Final Product, a reflection, and a ‘thank you’ section. 
Additionally, I looked for photos that would go with my article and wrote captions that went 
along with it. Now that the article is complete, it is a relief to know that the Final Product is 
complete and all the hard work has officially paid off from this year. 
 

Lastly, I scheduled a mock presentation at my old middle school and sent out all the 
invitations to family, friends, teachers, etc. Also, the presentation was converted to Canva, in 
order to make the slideshow more interesting. With Final Presentation Night coming up in a 
couple of weeks, it was necessary to update my website to ensure that everything is ready. 
 

With next week being the week that the Final Product is due, it is nice to know that it 
is done and there is time to prepare for my large presentation coming up. Additionally this 
week, tasks that will need to be completed include presenting a full mock presentation to a 
middle school class and finishing up any work that needs to be fixed on my website or 
presentation. 


